
2022 Year in Review Video Transcript 
 

Stars against a black background, the CSC Logo appears. A Year in Review A Brief Look at 2022 

appear with sparkles. 

 

Text Presentations is followed by snapshots of zoom presentations for Senses and Sensory 

Processing, an introduction, Seven Senses Series the Gustatory System (aka Taste), IP Relay: 

Bridging the Telecommunications Gap, Seven Senses: Vision, Exploring our Sense of Smell, Hearing 

Loss Sensitivity Training, What is Cued Speech, Essential Tips for Creating More Inclusive and 

Accessible Environments for Deaf, Deaf-Blind and Hard of hearing Individuals. Photos of in-person 

presentations follow with the presenter and interpreter pictured for Heart Attacks and Strokes, and a 

group of nurses in front of a presentation for Blood Pressure. Photos follow of nurses taking blood 

pressure of a young man, a kupuna filling out her blood pressure log. First Aid and CPR in-person 

staff training with staff doing CPR on adult mannequin, another doing chess compressions on infant 

mannequin, and a third in a video demonstrating chess compressions. 

 

Text Network and Support Groups. Kuli Kupuna Group. A smiling group in a booth at a Chinese 

restaurant, group at the zoo in front of the monkeys, group on walking field trip with a man giving a 

thumbs up, group showing off their Christmas cards, group playing mahjongg.  

Hard of Hearing and Deaf-Blind Support Group: couple playing boggle, close up of fingers reading 

braille, laptop showing deaf-blind presenter as two listen on while enjoying their coffee, animated 

game of Uno, deaf-blind kupuna with his SSP during a presentation.  

 

Text Parent Classes and Support Group: ASL class with everyone sitting on the floor and learning 

signs, closer shot of Lauren signing book with a toddler, mom and her excited toddler playing drums 

at Children’s Discovery Museum, Lauren and Tre in a Bus play are signing drive, group photo at Sea 

Life Park, video of mom and son feeding turtles, staff explaining to a  mom a resonance board while 

toddlers play on it, toddler sitting up and looking through a large stacking ring, video of a mom group 

dancing the hula. 

 

Text DVR Youth Wellness Program: Paul teaching the group at the CSC, young boy signing thank 

you as he eats his salad, hard of hearing boy with cochlear implant filling out a wellness sheet, group 

all smiles and shakas on their way to hike Diamond Head, wearing their helmets and safety gear 

before Go Carting for a safety lesson, group photo at the top of Diamond Head on a beautiful sunny 

day with the ocean behind them.  

 

Text Collaborations: Listen to Me Hawaii Family Conference flyer, large group conference photo with 

families, staff, and volunteers, close-up photo of three smiling young conference participants and their 

chaperone. Dress for Success YWCA: three hotos of women who experienced the program and 

posing in their new outfits, participant, her SSP, and two Dress for Success personnel smiling in front 

of the large room of clothes, bags, and shoes. Hawaii State Coalition Against Domestic Violence logo 

before a video of a woman signing What does a healthy relationship look-like? I’m going to tell you.” 

Photo of Hawaii Coalition Against Sexual Assault video with original video in top left corner and 



overlay of ASL signer signing No. Video introduction of 808DeafNews, photo of host Olivia Malcolm 

with CSC and Deaf News Hawaii logos in top left corner, Hawaii Fun Facts intro followed by photos of 

Joy and Cassie giving their fun fact.  

 

Text and much, much more! Join us at the CSC in 2023! Follow us on social media, 

facebook/cschawaii, instagram/cschawaii, and Youtube/cschawaii. 

 

Final video slide of a gold metal clock counting down to 12 midnight as fireworks explode and 

balloons rise as the words Happy 2023 New Year appear. 


